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SPRING IS HERE!
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HELLO ALL!

Well, times are still interesting, but at least we know that spring is around 
the corner, despite this tenacious winter.  

On the good news side, Québec is allowing landscaping and maintenance as part 
of their priority services, which makes a lot of sense—neglect shows, quickly.  So, 
as soon as the weather warms up a bit, you will see our teams back out there.  We 
of course have many best practice precautionary health measures to put in place, 
but as always, Northland is doing its best to be cutting edge.  We never thought that 
this would be a field where we would end up showing leadership and innovation but 
needs must.  Email us if you want more information on specifics.    

More good news, we are staying industry-forward with our green initiatives.  As you 
may know, we were some of the first to use ‘eco’ fertilizers; we compost and much 
more than any other company I know of; we have worked with our suppliers to use 
plastic-free containers, and to return plastic pots for re-use; and now, we are moving 
towards battery-powered pruners and blowers.  (as an aside: we would love to be 
a pilot project for electric trucks or conversions, if any of you have a connection out 
there… you never know…) 

Next, spring news:  if we have not heard from you, we will take that as “no news is 
good news” and go ahead with the season as per recent years.  That said, if you 
want to make any changes or reductions, we are always flexible—just be sure to 
update us soon.  Sold your property?  Planning on spending the whole summer 
there, and you want it to look even better?  Not going to be there at all?  Hankering 
for home-grown tomatoes, or developed a passion for pink?  Let us know, so we 
can touch base and adjust accordingly.  And if you have a project in mind, drop us a 
line, so we can make the timing work for everyone.

Last but not least, we all sincerely hope that this finds you as healthy and positive as 
possible, and that you are looking forward to the warm season!  

Take care,

Laura, Louis, Sylvie, Yanik & Don


